Abstract
Introduction
Boosting is a meta learning technique designed to improve classification performance. A weak learner's performance can be "boosted" by creating an ensemble of weak hypotheses and combining them to create a final, stronger, hypothesis. AdaBoost, a popular boosting algorithm proposed by Freund and Schapire [10] , has been shown to improve the performance of any classifier with classification performance better than random guessing. AdaBoost iteratively builds an ensemble of classifiers, adjusting the weights of each example based on the performance of the iteration's classifier. Examples that were misclassified have their weights increased, while those that were correctly classified have their weights decreased. Therefore, in the next iteration the classifier is more likely to correctly classify examples that were misclassified during the current iteration. Once the stopping criteria is met, the classifiers built during each iteration participate in a weighted vote to classify unlabeled examples.
The weight changes that occur during boosting can be implemented in two ways: reweighting or resampling. When performing boosting by reweighting, the numerical weights for each example are passed directly to the base learner. The base learner uses the weighting information when forming its hypothesis. However, not all learning algorithms are designed to handle example weight information [10] . Therefore, the alternative approach, boosting by resampling, may be more appropriate. Rather than pass example weights to the learner, the training data can be resampled to reflect these weights. A new training dataset with the same size as the original is created by sampling (with replacement) from the original training dataset where the probability that each example is selected is proportional to its assigned weight. A model built on this resampled training data will therefore place more emphasis on examples that were assigned higher weights because they appear more frequently in the training data.
In this work, we examine the performance of boosting in the context of mining imbalanced data. Data is imbalanced if the examples of one class greatly outnumber the examples of the other class(es). Domains such as medical diagnosis, fraud detection, network security and software quality prediction often suffer from imbalanced data. When data is imbalanced, many traditional learners tend to favor classifying examples as belonging to the majority (overrepresented) class, frequently misclassifying examples of the minority (underrepresented) class. In most cases, however, it is the minority class that carries a higher cost of misclassification. Therefore, some modifications are required to force learners to focus more on examples of the minority, or positive, class. Boosting, while not specifically designed to address the issue of class imbalance, has performed very well in this regard [17] . Since examples of the minority class are likely to be misclassified, boosting will focus on correctly classifying these examples in later iterations. The result is a model that is better able to distinguish between minority and majority class examples than if the base learner was used alone.
We investigate the performance of AdaBoost along with nine variations of AdaBoost when learning from imbalanced data. Eight of these variations [9, 18, 19, 11] modify the way AdaBoost adjusts example weights, treating examples of the minority (positive) and majority (negative) classes differently. The final variation, SMOTEBoost [5] , combines data sampling and boosting. It is not the goal of this work to compare the performance of each boosting algorithm. That is, we are not interested in determining which algorithm performs best in the context of class imbalance. Instead, we investigate which implementation (reweighting or resampling) is better for each boosting algorithm. While identifying the best performing boosting algorithm is not our goal, the reader may draw conclusions on this matter based on the results presented in this work.
This work presents a comprehensive empirical study of resampling and reweighting. A very preliminary work on this topic was performed by Botta [3] , which compared the performance of AdaBoost by resampling and reweighting using WWIL (an extension of his Weak Inductive Learner, WIL). Our work includes a considerably more rigorous set of experiments using 4 commonly used learners, 10 boosting algorithms and 15 imbalanced datasets from various application domains. All results are tested for statistical significance, the results of which are presented and used when drawing conclusions. Our results show that, in general, boosting by resampling tends to perform as well or better than boosting by reweighting. This result is important, because boosting by reweighting tends to be the "default" technique.
Boosting Algorithms
With the exception of AdaBoost, each of these boosting algorithms was implemented using Java by our research group within the Weka [22] machine learning tool. AdaBoost is available in Weka using both the reweighting and resampling options. In this section, we present a brief description of the ten boosting algorithms used in this study: AdaBoost, AdaCost, CSB0, CSB1, CSB2, AdaC1, AdaC2, AdaC3, RareBoost and SMOTEBoost. For complete details on these algorithms, please refer to the referenced works.
AdaBoost [10] serves as the basis for all of the other boosting algorithms explored in this work. Proposed by Freund and Schapire, AdaBoost is the most well-known and frequently studied boosting algorithm. This study uses AdaBoost.M1, one of several AdaBoost variants. AdaBoost iteratively builds an ensemble of weak hypotheses. During each iteration, a weak hypothesis is formed. The error associated with the hypothesis is calculated and the weight of each example is adjusted such that misclassified examples have their weights increased while correctly classified examples have their weights decreased. In doing so, examples that were misclassified by the current iteration's hypothesis are more likely to be correctly classified by the next iteration's hypothesis. The hypotheses from each iteration participate in a weighted vote to classify unlabeled examples. In this study, we use ten iterations for all boosting algorithms. Preliminary experiments showed no significant improvement when additional iterations were performed.
AdaCost [9] provides a cost-sensitive alternative to AdaBoost. The key difference between AdaCost and AdaBoost is the formula for updating example weights. While AdaBoost treats examples of each class similarly, AdaCost differentiates between examples of the positive and negative classes. Further, it incorporates a user-specified cost ratio into its "misclassification cost adjustment function." In doing so, AdaCost can place emphasis on positive class examples based on input from the user. Information about the cost ratios used for this study are provided in Section 3.4.
We also examine six other variations of AdaBoost. CSB0, CSB1 and CSB2 [19] are three cost-sensitive variations of AdaBoost. Like AdaCost, these techniques use modified formulas for re-weighting examples in order to minimize the number of expensive errors, and therefore total cost. Although these algorithms are presented in the context of cost-sensitive learning, there is a close relationship between cost-sensitive learning and learning from imbalanced training data. Cost sensitive learners can be constructed by re-balancing data [8] , and class imbalance can be overcome by cost-sensitive learning [20] . AdaC1, AdaC2 and AdaC3 [18] also modify AdaBoost's re-weighting formula. These three techniques are presented as cost sensitive boosting algorithms for imbalanced data. AdaCost, CSB0, CSB1, CSB2, AdaC1, AdaC2 and AdaC3 all require a user-specified cost ratio A somewhat different boosting algorithm is RareBoost [11] (denoted RareBoost-1 in the referenced work), another variation of AdaBoost. RareBoost was designed specifically to address the problem of class imbalance. Unlike cost-sensitive boosting techniques, RareBoost does not take cost into account when reweighting examples. Instead, the updated weights are based on how well an iteration's generated hypothesis distinguishes between false positives and true positives as well as false negatives and true negatives. RareBoost does not require a user-specified cost ratio.
Finally, SMOTEBoost [5] combines data sampling with boosting. The data sampling aspect of SMOTEBoost uses the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [4] . SMOTE is an oversampling technique that creates new minority class examples by finding the k nearest neighbors [1] (we use the recommended value, k = 5) of each minority example and extrapolating between these examples. The number of examples created depends on a user specified level of oversampling. SMOTEBoost combines SMOTE with AdaBoost.M2 by performing SMOTE prior to constructing the weak hypothesis during each iteration to achieve the user-specified target class distribution.
Each of the above algorithms are implemented using both reweighting and resampling. Boosting by reweighting is the "default" approach to boosting. That is, if the base learner is able to use example weight information then boosting by reweighting is usually applied. However not all base learners are designed to incorporate example weights into their model building process. Boosting by resampling is a data-level approach to boosting that can be applied to any base learner. Rather than pass example weights to the learner, the training data is resampled (with replacement) according to the weight distribution to create a new training dataset. Examples with higher weights are more likely to be selected (often multiple times) while examples with lower weights are less likely to be selected. A model trained on such a resampled dataset is more likely to correctly classify examples that appear multiple times in the dataset over those that occur only once (if at all).
Boosting by reweighting is straightforward for nine of the ten boosting algorithms examined in this study. For each of the algorithms (except SMOTEBoost) examples are simply assigned weights based on the results of a given iteration's weak hypothesis. However, when using SMOTE, new examples are created and the question remains: What weights should these new examples receive? This topic is not addressed in the proposal of SMOTEBoost [5] , and therefore we implement boosting by reweighting in a manner that is logical and approximates the boosting by resampling strategy as closely as possible. SMOTE creates new examples by selecting a point at some distance (determined by a random number between 0 and 1) along the line segment (in feature space) connecting a minority class example and one of its nearest neighbors. In our implementation, we assign weights to these examples which are the same distance along the line segment between the two examples as measured in a one dimensional feature space defined only by the instances' weights. That is, if instances x i and x j are selected to create a new instance, x k , using the random value λ, then the new example's weight, 
Datasets
The results reported in this study are based on 15 datasets from various application domains. Details about these datasets are presented in Table 1 . This table provides the total number of examples in the dataset (Size), as well as the number of minority examples (#min), the percentage of examples belonging to the minority class (%min), commonly referred to as the level of imbalance, and the number of attributes (#attr). The datasets are sorted by imbalance level. The datasets SP1, SP3 and CCCS12 are proprietary software project datasets obtained from Nortel Networks and the Department of Defense. PC1 and CM1 are publicly available software project datasets from the data metrics program at NASA [14] . The Mammography dataset is from the medical diagnosis domain and was generously provided by Dr. Nitesh Chawla [4] . The remaining datasets were obtained from the popular UCI repository [2] and represent various application domains. Since this work considers only the binary classification problem, it was necessary to transform some of the datasets to have a binary class.
Learners
This study uses four learning algorithms, all of which are implemented in Weka [22] , an open source data mining suite. Two versions of the well-known C4.5 [16] decision tree classifier are used, denoted C4.5D and C4.5N. C4.5D uses the Weka default parameters, while C4.5N disables pruning and enables Laplace smoothing [21] . Naive Bayes (NB) uses Bayes' rule of conditional probability to classify examples. Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER) is a rule-based learner [6] . Both NB and RIPPER models were built using the default Weka parameters.
Performance Metrics
When dealing with imbalanced data, it is inappropriate to use a performance measure such as overall correct classification rate. Such a performance metric can be misleading when evaluating a model that heavily favors classifying examples as belonging to the majority class. Instead, we prefer metrics which take into account the model's ability to identify examples of each class. We have selected two such measures for use in this work: area under the ROC curve and area under the PRC curve.
A receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) [15] plots the true positive rate on the y-axis versus the false positive rate on the x-axis. The resulting curve represents the trade off between correctly identifying positive class examples and false alarms across the complete range of possible decision thresholds. A single numeric value, the area under the ROC curve (AROC), is used to measure the performance of a classifier. Another curve, the precision-recall operating characteristic curve (P-ROC) [13] , is also used to measure classifier performance. This curve plots the true positive rate (recall) versus precision across the complete range of decision thresholds. As with ROC, the area under the P-ROC curve (APRC) is used to evaluate the performance of a classifier. An in depth analysis of the relationship between ROC and P-ROC curves is presented in [7] .
Experimental Design
All experiments were performed using 10-fold cross validation. Each dataset is broken into ten partitions, nine of which are used to train a model, while the remaining partition is used to test the model. This process is repeated ten times so that each partition acts as test data once. In addition, 10 independent runs of 10-fold cross validation were performed to alleviate any biasing that may occur during the random partitioning process. Using 10 runs of 10-fold cross validation and 15 base datasets (described in Section 3.1), a total of 1500 training datasets were used in our experiments.
Each of the 4 learners (described in Section 3.2) were used in conjunction with each of the 10 boosting algorithms (described in Section 2). In addition, each learner was used to build models without boosting, providing a baseline for comparison. Two versions of each boosting algorithm were implemented (resampling and reweighting). Therefore, a total of 4 × (10 × 2 + 1) = 84 models were built for each training dataset. The total number of models evaluated for this study is 84 × 1500 = 126,000.
For those boosting algorithms that require a cost ratio to be specified, the cost ratio was determined on a per-dataset basis. The cost ratio was selected to create an effective class distribution of 35:65, with 35% of the examples belonging to the minority class. Specifically, the cost ratio was se- Table 2 . Performance (A-ROC) of learners without boosting lected such that the sum of the costs of all minority class examples was equal to 35% of the sum of the costs of all examples in the training data. This approach is based on Elkan's [8] theorem for adjusting the class distribution to achieve a desired cost ratio. SMOTEBoost was also performed to achieve a class balance of 35:65. This ratio of minority to majority class examples was chosen based on a previous study showing this to be a favorable class distribution [12] . Experiments were also performed using ratios of 50:50 as suggested by [21] and 65:35, producing results similar to those reported in this study.
Empirical Results

Learner Performance
We begin by examining the relative "strengths" of the learners used in this study, with respect to learning from imbalanced data. The performance of all four learners on each dataset is provided as measured using the area under both the ROC and PRC curves (A-ROC and A-PRC, respectively). Table 2 shows the performance of the four learners (measured using A-ROC) for each of the 15 datasets used in our experiments. Table 3 shows the same information using A-PRC to measure performance. A bold value indicates that the learner resulted in the highest A-ROC (or A-PRC) for the given dataset while an italicized value indicates the worst performing learner. The last row labeled "Average" provides the average performance across all datasets for each learner. This table shows that of the four learners, NB and C4.5N are the two "stronger" learners, while RIPPER and C4.5D are relatively weak. This distinction will be important to the subsequent analysis presented in this work. While boosting often results in significant improvement using a weaker base learner, it typically (as will be shown in Table 3 . Performance (A-PRC) of learners without boosting the following sections) does not result in a major improvement when stronger learners are used (although it can). The claim that NB and C4.5N are "strong", while C4.5D and RIPPER are relatively "weak", is supported by the data presented in Tables 2 and 3 . Regardless of performance metric, C4.5N and NB obtain the highest average performances across all 15 datasets, with C4.5N outperforming NB. Both C4.5N and NB outperform C4.5D and RIPPER by a large margin, while C4.5D outperforms RIPPER by a relatively small margin.
Boosting: Resampling vs. Reweighting
We now investigate the impact of boosting on learning from imbalanced data. The objective of this work, however, is not to identify which boosting algorithms are superior, but instead to compare each algorithm's performance using resampling and reweighting. In other words, when implementing each of these boosting algorithms, how should example weights be passed to the base learner?
Results: Strong Learners
Table 4 (top) shows the performance of C4.5N using each of the boosting algorithms as measured by A-ROC (left) and A-PRC (right). Both the mean μ and standard deviation σ are provided based on the A-ROC and A-PRC values obtained using all 15 datasets. A pairwise t-test was performed for each boosting technique -if resampling resulted in a significantly higher A-ROC or A-PRC (using a 95% confidence level), the value is underlined. For example, the mean A-ROC obtained by resampling AdaC1 is .831, which is significantly better than the mean A-ROC obtained by reweighting AdaC1. As shown in Table 4 , three (out of ten) boosting algorithms, AdaC1, AdaCost and CSB0, perform Table 4 . Comparing the results using sampling and weighting with C4.5N (top) and Naive Bayes (bottom).
significantly better when resampling is used, regardless of performance metric. When using A-PRC to measure the performance of C4.5N (right side of Table 4), the same three boosting algorithms (AdaC1, AdaCost and CSB0) perform significantly better when implemented with resampling. CSB0 (with reweighting) was the only boosting algorithm to result in a performance decrease when compared to C4.5N built without boosting. C4.5N (without boosting) achieved an A-PRC of .515 (Table 3) , while achieving an A-PRC of only .391 (a decrease of 24%) when CSB0 was used with reweighting. With resampling, however, the performance of CSB0 is greatly improved, resulting in an A-PRC of .563. Even a "strong" learner can be improved by boosting, especially when the boosting algorithm is implemented using resampling.
Using A-ROC to evaluate the models built using NB (bottom of Table 4), three boosting algorithms (AdaC1, CSB0 and CSB1) showed a significant improvement when resampling was used. As was the case with C4.5N, boosting by resampling performs as well as or significantly better than boosting by reweighting with all ten boosting algorithms. This is an interesting conclusion since boosting by reweighting is the "default" method of boosting (if the base learner can incorporate example weights in its decision making process, then reweighting is typically used).
The results are slightly different when A-PRC is used to evaluate performance. Two boosting algorithms (AdaC1 and AdaCost) perform significantly better when implemented with resampling. However, there is one boosting Table 5 . Comparing the results using sampling and weighting with C4.5D (top) and RIP-PER (bottom).
algorithm, AdaC2, that performs significantly better when the reweighting version is used. This is the only combination of learner and boosting algorithm that violates the general trend we have seen thus far. Besides SMOTEBoost, AdaC2 (measured relative to A-PRC) is the only scenario in all of our experiments where reweighting performs significantly better than resampling.
Results: Weak Learners
Somewhat more interesting is the performance of these boosting algorithm implementations when applied to weak learners. It is, after all, weak learners that benefit most from boosting. In this section we compare the performance of boosting by resampling to boosting by reweighting using the two relatively "weak" learners, C4.5D and RIPPER. Table 5 shows the performance of the various boosting algorithms using C4.5D (top) and RIPPER (bottom). For these two learning algorithms, resampling is clearly the preferred method for implementing boosting. For all boosting algorithms (except SMOTEBoost), resampling results in performance that is as good as or better than reweighting. SMOTEBoost with reweighting performs significantly better relative to the A-ROC than SMOTEBoost with resampling for both C4.5D and RIPPER. In 17 of the 40 scenarios in Table 5 , however, resampling significantly outperforms reweighting, while conversely, reweighting significantly outperforms resampling only twice. Table 7 . Summary comparison of sampling and weighting by learner
Summarized Results
This section presents a summary of the results comparing resampling and reweighting for each of the ten boosting algorithms. The left side of Table 6 shows the performance of the ten boosting algorithms using A-ROC to measure learner performance based on the average performance across all four learners. For seven of the ten boosting algorithms, there is a significant difference between resampling and reweighting. In every case except SMOTEBoost, resampling performs as well as or better than reweighting. For SMOTEBoost, reweighting performs significantly better than resampling. The improvement in performance of CSB0 is particularly interesting, as it is the worst of the CSB algorithms using reweighting, but it is the best of the CSB algorithms using resampling. The results are similar when A-PRC is used to measure performance, as shown in on the right side of Table 6 . Here, we see that four (AdaC1, AdaC3, AdaCost and CSB0) of the ten boosting algorithms are significantly impacted by the selection of resampling or reweighting. Once again, resampling always results in performance that is at least as good as, and often significantly better than, reweighting. Table 7 compares resampling and reweighting using both the A-ROC and A-PRC measures for each learner individually. In other words, the A-ROC and A-PRC values were averaged for all 10 boosting techniques over all 15 datasets for each learner. Resampling is significantly better than reweighting for each learner based on both performance measures.
Conclusion
This work presented a thorough empirical comparison of boosting by reweighting and boosting by resampling using a variety of boosting algorithms, 4 learners and 15 datasets with various levels of imbalance. Since this is an empirical study of the performance of these boosting techniques on imbalanced data, all boosting algorithms evaluated in this work are variations of AdaBoost designed to be used in a cost-sensitive or imbalanced data environment. Our results show that, in general, boosting by resampling (which can be applied to any base learner) performs as well as, or better than, boosting by reweighting. This conclusion is important because boosting by reweighting is typically used when the base learner is able to incorporate examples weights into the learning process. The primary exception to this general result is SMOTEBoost, which sometimes performed better when using boosting by reweighting. Since there were no guidelines set forth regarding how to implement SMOTEBoost with reweighting, we provide our own implementation, finding that it often outperforms SMOTEBoost by resampling.
Future work will include an investigation of these two boosting implementations using alternate boosting algorithms (which are not designed for imbalanced data), including but not limited to LogitBoost and InfoBoost. Experiments will also be performed using additional learners and datasets that present challenges other than imbalance, such as noise.
